Shipment. Cargo lost. Solution found.

Protecting yourself against unforeseen circumstances is simple. You know your needs and we have the right solution.

simple. clear. helvetia
Your Swiss Insurer
Every day, valuable goods consignments – both national and international – are transported around the world. Your goods are also exposed to a number of risks during transport, handling, trade fairs or storage. They may be either damaged or lost. This can result in unforeseen costs and/or delivery bottlenecks.

**Helvetia is the professional insurance partner for large companies and SMEs such as**
- Manufacturing companies
- Trading firms
- Crafts enterprises of every description

**Simple, convincing and solution oriented**
- Experienced crew with know-how and high-quality service mentality in contract acquisition and in case of loss
- Uncomplicated, fast and transparent claims processing
- Professional competence in compliance issues
- Professional, international network for international programs
- Co-insurance for subsidiaries in the EU market and worldwide from one source
- Specialist counselling regarding delivery terms (Incoterms), liability provisions and coverage gaps

“We offer standardized or customized solutions for all industry branches and company sizes.”
Helvetia covers

• Loss of your goods on an all-risk basis (loss, theft, robbery, disappearance, etc.)
• Damage to your goods
• Goods taken in care and capital goods
• Damage due to scratching, grazing or chafing
• General average contributions and the costs of the surveyor’s intervention as well as costs incurred for the purpose of averting or mitigating the loss or damage
• Additional costs (e.g. transhipment, temporary storage and forwarding, etc.)
• Costs for clearing and salvage
• Customs and excise duties
• Costs for claims-related expenses

Helvetia insures your goods during

• Maritime, land or air transports (with freight forwarders and own vehicles)
• Transfer to and from the means of transportation
• Trade fairs and exhibitions as well as other stays
• Handling (manipulations)
• Preliminary, interim and subsequent storage
• Arranged storage or long-term storage
• Time spent at a location for processing (processing stays)
• Company and industry relocations
• Etc.
Successful, multimodal trade is inconceivable without smoothly functioning cargo insurance and a reliable partner at your side.

Every customer and the transported goods are unique. Our marine insurance solutions fit your personal needs.

We complete our offer with small, mid-sized and large-scale projects.
“Switzerland’s leading marine insurer since 1858.”
Official partner of Swiss-Ski since 2005.

Committed to protection forests since 2011.

Presenting Partner of the Helvetia Swiss Cup since 2016.